
AV is the only system that uses new technology
“virea augmented” designed by the AV team,
where the interaction between the virtual world
and the player's anatomy is realistic.

The body becomes an evolved game controller.

With this new technology
childchildren have more fun,
play making natural movements such as
jumping, running, using both hands and feet,
with a playful tool that,
through appropriate graphical changes,
can become educational
and even therapeutic.

GuaGuarantee of pure entertainment,
new experience and an
indispensable tool to
secure customer’s loyalty.



In this mode
it can be adapted to
any table's size

through simple adjustments.

TABLEFLOOR

Quick and immediate installation:
little maintenance and no operators required for its own use.

The space can be temporarily occupied by the projection, allowing the
immediate restoration of any surface:  a safe and hygienic environment.

  Many entertainment possibilities: from classic sports games to
   interactive challenges to catch fantastic characters or to
    bl    blow up balloons... a complete interaction of lights, sounds and colours.

        Suitable for any location: from arcade centers, restaurants and hotels
           to shopping malls or cruise ships, from airports and stations to waiting
               rooms, museums or theme parks. Ideal also for temporary events.

                     Suitable for all ages as single-player or multi-player.

                                 Lights, colours and sounds
                                          will be a magnet for families: pure fun!

                                                               All                                                                All versions are available as free play or coins.

The projector is fixed with steel chains.
Sizes and low weight

50x50x14 cm (WxDxH) for 14 kg
allow its placement also in a false ceiling.



WALL

Take advantage of unused spaces in a 
room is a good result and  in this way, 
also the walls will become a valuable 

support for entertainment.

It’s the ideal solution for
play, birthday and  entertainment centers.
Thanks to the electronic coin mech
you can easily check income.

CASH
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· "virea augmented" technology
· clean, safe and intuitive
· from one to several players
· suitable for all ages: 0-99
· many games in one
· customizable games

· suitable for any environment
· advertising banner management
· indipendent operation
· attractive design
· free play or coins
· pure entertainment for any place

            www.AVgames.it              info@AVgames.it             +39 0363/817105               facebook.com/AVgames

VIRTUAL 
ATTRACTION


